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via a mathematical model, conceptual framework, and literature analysis.
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Abstract
Mechanical power limitations emerge from the inextricable, physical trade-off between
force and velocity. Whether power is measured in launching missiles or running humans, it is
impossible to maximize both force and velocity. Many biological systems incorporate power-
enhancing mechanisms to great effect, enabling accelerations that exceed bullets and missiles;
yet how these mechanisms actually enhance power output is not clear. Here we establish
how power enhancement emerges through dynamic coupling of motors, springs, and latches.
Power output of motors can be enhanced by springs only under particular conditions and the
power dynamics (and limitations) of springs are influenced by their own mass, mechanical
properties, and time-dependent behavior. Latch mechanisms mediate potential energy storage
and the rate of energy transfer from a spring to a projectile. The integration of mathematical,
physical, engineering, and evolutionary approaches illuminates the cascading challenges of
power enhancement and their emergent effects in biological and engineered systems.
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Introduction1
Certain organisms are renowned for their ability to circumvent the force-velocity trade-off of2
muscle motors through mechanisms of power amplification which can greatly reduce the amount of3
time required to perform a given amount of work (force × velocity = work/time = power) (1–3).4
Numerous studies have explored muscular power output and the underlying force-velocity trade-5
offs (4, 5), as well as the enhanced power output achieved through the use of springs, and often6
latches (6–11); however, these studies have yet to fully explain the limits of mass-specific power7
output (power density; W/kg) in these organisms. For example, in many of these systems, the8
motor does work to store energy in a spring and then the spring solely actuates the power amplified9
motion. The spring serves as the actuator for the system and, therefore, must operate under its own10
mass-specific power limits analogous to the motor; however, the power densities of elastic materials11
are largely unknown for biological and synthetic systems.12
Here we probe how non-idealized accessory structures, such as springs and latches, are able to13
enhance and mediate power output. We apply a modeling approach that is grounded in a simplified14
power amplification system (Fig. 1), which delineates the limits, integration and scaling of these15
systems. Our goal is to formulate the fundamental interactions of mechanical power amplification16
that apply to both engineered and biological systems. We begin by using the model to successively17
investigate the role of motors, springs, and latches in mechanical power amplification, and briefly18
review the current understanding of each of these components in the engineering and biological19
literature. We conclude by examining the connections across the motor, spring, and latch in20
the context of engineering fabrication and the principles of design revealed through evolutionary21
trade-offs.22
A foundational lesson from archery23
Archery illustrates the benefits and limits of power amplification that emerge, as in many biological24
systems, from the integration of a motor, spring, and latch. Arm muscles serve as the motor that25
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puts energy into the elastic bow (the spring). Fingers act as latches that resist the elastic energy26
stored in the bow and determine the timing of energy delivery from the bow to the arrow. The arrow27
is launched solely by the elastic energy stored in the bow. The addition of a bow to the arm’s motor28
has two distinct benefits. First, the bow decouples the motion of the arm muscles from the arrow’s29
launch, such that the arm muscles need not contract quickly or powerfully; instead, the muscles can30
contract slowly and forcefully to load a stiff spring. Second, the bow can launch the lightweight31
arrow without the inertial load of the arm. As a result, the arrow is launched with significantly32
higher velocity, kinetic energy, and acceleration than if it had been thrown rapidly by the same arm33
muscles that loaded the bow. Even so, while it is sensible to launch a lightweight arrow with a bow,34
we would not reach for a bow to launch a heavy stone and would instead throw it directly with35
our arm muscles. This suggests that the relative size of the projectile should determine whether36
the bow yields higher launching kinetic energy than possible from the arm alone (12). Optimizing37
the system would involve tuning the properties of the elastic bow to the force capacity of the arm38
muscle and the fingers’ ability to restrain the bow’s release. Just as in archery, the spatial and39
temporal decoupling of motor and spring, the use of slow and forceful muscle contractions, the40
tuning of muscle, spring, and latch work capacity, and the reduction of inertial load are hallmarks of41
biological power-amplified systems (6, 7).42
Spring-driven versus motor-driven projectiles43
These lessons from archery and their shared characteristics in biology prompted the guiding question44
of this section: Under which inertial-loading conditions is a projectile best launched by a motor45
versus a spring? We constructed a simple mathematical model that consists of an ideal motor,46
spring, and latch that launched projectiles of varying mass, m. We used a linear force-velocity47
relation for the motor and held this relationship constant during the simulation (Fig. 1a). We then48
solved the dynamic equations of motion for a projectile load mass (see supplemental materials for49
details) launched by either the motor alone (Fig. 1b) or by a spring that was pre-loaded by that same50
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motor (Fig. 1c). Given our focus on systems that can be used repeatedly over time, we examined51
engineered motors as opposed to combustion-driven movements that are typically single use (e.g.52
bullets).53
The simulation yielded distinct outcomes for spring-driven versus motor-driven launches that54
depended on the projectile’s mass (Fig. 2). For motor-only actuation, if the projectile mass, m, was55
low, then the take-off velocity, vto, was limited by the speed of the motor, as seen in the asymptotic56
approach to vmax=5m/s as m approaches zero. When the projectile mass was high, the take-off57
velocity was limited by the inertia of the projectile. In the case of spring-driven actuation, take-off58
velocity was not limited by the motor when the projectile mass was low, and the resulting take-off59
velocity was much larger than in the motor-driven case.60
This analysis highlights a key transition between small masses, which can achieve high velocities61
through the addition of elastic elements, and large masses, which are constrained by their inertial62
loads. The addition of a spring is, therefore, most beneficial when the take-off velocity of the63
projectile is limited by motor velocity. Elastic mechanisms are not particularly effective when the64
take-off velocity is limited by the inertia of the projectile. However, spring-loaded systems confer a65
great advantage when a projectile mass is small.66
The location of this transition to effective spring actuation depends on the focal kinematic67
parameter. For example, if the goal is to maximize take-off velocity, the transition occurs at a much68
smaller projectile mass than if the parameter of interest is take-off duration or maximum power69
output (Fig. 2). These analyses of the effective integration of motors, springs and projectile masses70
yield a rich landscape of kinematic performance that can be analyzed in biological systems and71
ultimately designed into synthetic systems.72
Diversity of motors in power-amplified systems73
The motors found in biological power-amplified systems maximize force development at the74
cost of loading velocity and do so at exclusively small inertial loads (Tables 1,2). For example,75
the surface tension catapults of some fungal spores (ballistospores) use a slowly-developed fluid76
droplet, which develops over tens of seconds, as their motor and then rapidly release the surface77
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tension energy of the droplet in less than a microsecond (13, 14). Invertebrates, such as trap-jaw78
ants and mantis shrimp use long sarcomeres (the contractile units of muscle) to generate slow, but79
forceful contractions to load the elastic elements that subsequently power their extremely rapid80
movement (15, 16). Plants, such as Venus flytraps, aquatic bladderworts and fern sporangia utilize81
non-muscular hydraulic movements (or nastic movements) coupled with elastic instabilities to82
achieve rapid motion (17–20). For all of these organisms, it often takes orders of magnitude longer83
to load the system than it does to release the energy; in other words, it takes a long time to store84
substantial work in an elastic structure and thereby amplify the power output of the underlying85
motor (21).86
Force-velocity trade-offs are ubiquitous in engineered systems and, in many cases, a linear87
force-velocity trade-off is a good approximation of motor behavior. Engineered power amplified88
systems are often designed to propel a larger range of inertial loads than in biological systems89
(Tables 1,2). The majority of engineered systems use DC motors with transmissions designed to90
generate large torques that slowly load spring elements (22–32). Unlike the biological examples91
described above, the motors are not typically optimized for work density. In comparison to skeletal92
muscle, the lower power density of some of the motors listed in Table 1 increases the mass at93
which spring loading is beneficial. Another common actuator choice in the smallest engineered94
systems is shape memory alloy (SMA), which is chosen for its high specific force and linear95
actuation (33–35). This high specific force comes with a consequence of low velocities limited by96
the time required to heat and cool the material above and below its transition temperature. Both of97
these engineering actuator choices result in long loading times relative to release, similar to their98
biological counterparts. However, it is important to note that engineered systems are not limited by99
the power density of muscle. As a consequence, a few engineered jumping systems in Table 2 use100
combustion, powerful pneumatic actuators, or high power electromagnetic actuators that actuate101
directly without the use of power amplification mechanisms (30, 31, 36–41).102
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The power of springs as actuators103
Although most of the focus on power amplification has historically revolved around the force-104
velocity trade-off of motors, the dynamic behavior of springs is the source of power in systems that105
are exclusively actuated by springs (12). However, springs have typically been characterized in106
terms of force-displacement curves and defined by geometrical and material properties, leaving107
open their potential for power enhancement (42, 43). Building on the mathematical model of the108
previous section, in this section we ask: What are the implications of spring force-velocity behavior109
for the generation of power amplification?110
Using the model, we find that the inertia of the spring leads to a force-velocity trade-off for111
the spring-driven system (Fig. 3), even for the case of the relatively light (ms=0.1g) spring used112
in the previous section. The net force acting on the projectile depends on position and velocity113
for both the motor-driven (Fig. 3a) and spring-driven (Fig. 3b) systems, which suggests that force-114
displacement trade-offs should be taken into consideration alongside force-velocity trade-offs for115
actuated systems. The force-displacement characteristics of the spring-driven system is set by the116
spring stiffness, k. Given a fixed maximum force, Fmax, and range-of-motion, d, for the motor, the117
spring stiffness determines the amount of elastic energy the motor can store in the spring. The118
output of the spring-driven system is therefore sensitive to the inertia and stiffness of the spring,119
which ultimately depend on both the material properties and geometry of the spring.120
To illustrate the effect of changing material properties of the spring, we performed a simulation121
of the spring-driven system in which the spring is assumed to be a uniform rod, storing and releasing122
elastic energy under uniaxial compression. The maximum kinetic energy of the spring-driven123
projectile depends on both the cross-sectional area and elastic modulus of the spring material124
(Fig. 4a), and is strongly dependent on how close the resulting spring stiffness is to the optimal125
stiffness set by the properties of the loading motor (kopt = Fmax/d). Compared to the F(x,v)126
relationship for the spring at optimal stiffness (Fig. 3b), using a spring that is either too compliant127
(Fig. 4b) or too stiff (Fig. 4c) reduces projectile velocity. Stiffness is a composite property that has128
both geometric and materials contributions; therefore, if a spring material with a low modulus is129
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used, a larger cross sectional area of the spring is required to reach kopt. This requires a heavier130
spring and increases the inertial contribution of the spring, thus reducing the final kinetic energy131
achieved by the projectile (upper left of Fig. 4a).132
Therefore, multiple factors influence the power capacity of a spring: the inertia of the driven133
mass, the spring’s material properties, and the maximum recoil rate of the spring. The maximum134
recoil rate is presumably a function of both its inertial and material properties. When the driven135
mass is much greater than the mass of the spring, the recoil rate of the spring becomes insignificant.136
However, given that the greatest accelerations are produced by driving the smallest masses, spring-137
actuated systems are likely to operate in a realm in which limitations of the spring cannot be ignored.138
The limits on power amplification, therefore, depend on how fast springs can recoil and the forces139
that they generate during rapid recoil.140
The challenges of measuring and making use of the force-velocity relationships of real141
springs142
A practical, whole-system analysis of springs recoiling under the power of their own stored143
elastic energy would require the characterization of force-velocity relationships. Most dynamic144
material tests drive a material at a known strain rate and measure the resultant resistive force (44–52).145
Even though this approach reveals how spring properties change in dynamic conditions, these tests146
do not mimic the system’s natural loading, and therefore do not reveal how the actual loading and147
unloading conditions influence the recoil dynamics of the spring. Although measuring material148
properties at rates comparable to the natural unloading rate of the spring presents a significant149
experimental challenge (53), for power amplified systems it is critical to understand how materials150
properties of springs influence their recoil rate when they are driving a small mass.151
Insights into the recoil kinetics of compliant materials with simple geometries have come from152
studies of the free recoil of rubber and elastic bands (54–60). These studies have often relied153
upon visualization of material deformation for strain rate data collection, which is viable for large154
deformations of compliant materials, but difficult in small biological springs undergoing small-scale155
motions at high rates. Therefore, new techniques are needed to measure the maximum rates of156
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spring release under variable loading conditions and can address core questions, such as: What type157
of spring converts stored potential to kinetic energy most efficiently? What properties influence158
recoil time? Does a spring storing energy in bending recoil faster than one put in uniaxial extension?159
A more thorough understanding of material and geometric effects can inform the limits of spring160
recoil and unloading dynamics.161
The material and geometric properties of biological springs are diverse (Table 2), yet it is not162
fully understood how their configurations influence recoil rate and elastic energy storage capacity.163
Biological springs are often monolithic with flexible and stiff regions distributed around a body164
or appendage segment. For example, mantis shrimp distribute both dense, stiff regions and thin,165
flexible regions around the appendage segment that dynamically flexes during spring loading and166
release (61). Other arthropod springs often consist of multiple materials (62–65), such as composites167
of structured stiff, high energy density materials bound within softer, resilient matrices (66–70). For168
example, the locust’s leg combines the protein resilin with stiff cuticle to generate a flexible yet169
stiff spring (63); resilin provides resilience while the chitin nanofibers provide extensional stiffness170
required for a high energy density.171
The integration of motors and springs has received some attention in biological systems, espe-172
cially in terms of muscle-tendon dynamics. The relationship between the force capacity of a motor173
and the stiffness of a spring ultimately determines the amount of stored elastic energy (12, 71). This174
relationship is particularly important if the force capacity of the motor varies as a function of its175
length scale. Few studies have considered spring diversity, yet recent analyses point to multiple176
optima for spring stiffness depending on the temporal limitations set by the animal’s behavioral use177
of the system (72).178
Engineered systems use energy storage elements of various geometries and materials, including179
shaped polymer-fiber composites, SMA, molded elastomers, torsional and linear springs, and steel180
wires and ribbons (Table 2). Some engineered springs have been designed to store the maximum181
amount of energy given actuator or size constraints. For example, muscles do not have a Hookean182
force-displacement trade-off, so recurve bows are designed to flatten the force-displacement profile183
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of the spring to take advantage of the maximum force from muscle through a larger portion of the184
draw. To maximize stored energy density when driven by a DC motor, a tapered conical cross-section185
of elastomer was used to equalize shear stress throughout the spring for a jumping robot (73, 74).186
Other springs found in compound bows and jumping robots (28) have been designed with specific187
force-displacement profiles to delay peak acceleration. These systems typically incorporate a188
nonlinear spring within a more complex mechanism. Similar to the muscle-tendon system above,189
some jumping robots use SMA for both actuation and energy storage to reduce size and weight of190
the integrated system (33, 34), decreasing the inertial component of their force-velocity trade-off.191
Even though we have described the general categories of springs in both biological and en-192
gineered systems, the actual benefits in terms of power amplification and power density in these193
systems are simply not known. A key next step for both fields is to establish the mechanistic basis194
for and effects of springs as power amplifiers.195
The role of latches196
At a fundamental level, the role of latches is fairly obvious: the duration of latch release determines197
whether or not power amplification occurs. A short release time yields power amplification and198
a sufficiently long duration can completely eliminate power amplification. However, the central199
influence of latches in power amplification mechanisms extends far beyond the notion of the latch200
as a switch, or simple mechanism for energy release. Indeed, latches mediate the time, space, and201
rate over which potential energy is converted to kinetic energy (Fig. 5a). The latch’s force capacity202
determines the maximum amount of stored energy, given the capacity of the underlying spring.203
The latch’s shape and movement should influence the rate of the spring’s delivery of force and204
velocity to the projectile, but this dynamic interaction has yet to be studied. Therefore, we focus205
this section’s analyses on the following question: How do latches influence the dynamics of energy206
release? Here we focus on latches that are simple mechanical structures with adjustable geometry207
(e.g., curvature) and dynamics (e.g., release velocity).208
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In the previous sections, our simulation used a latch with sharp edges which was removed at209
high velocity. This resulted in a nearly ideal latch, which releases energy instantaneously. By210
contrast, in this simulation, we incorporated latch duration, shape, force capacity, mass, and rate of211
energy release to test how these factors influence projectile kinematics. We found that the duration212
and kinematic profile of latch release are influenced by the latch’s shape (Fig. 5b). We altered213
the shape of the latch by increasing the radius of curvature of its edges and reducing the speed of214
latch removal such that the spring could begin releasing energy before the latch was fully removed.215
The kinetic energy of the projectile was reduced due to both a change in the release point (there is216
more stored energy left in the spring when the latch force goes to zero for a smaller radius latch)217
and a change in the release velocity (constrained by the latch velocity and shape). The maximum218
kinetic energy of the projectile decreases as the latch deviates further from an ideal latch (Fig. 6), in219
terms of geometry and latch removal kinematics (larger corner radius of curvature and slower latch220
removal velocity). The properties of the latch can dramatically alter the F(x,v) landscape of the221
spring-driven system (Fig. 6).222
The diversity of biological and engineered latches223
Even with many latch designs and patents in engineering, and the diverse evolutionary history224
of latching and control in biology (Table 2) (75, 76), the relevant metrics and dynamics of latch225
performance are still in need of basic characterization and analysis. Latches can incorporate a range226
of physical forces, such as osmotic transitions, magnetics, and phase changes (76–78) (Tables 1,2).227
Biological latches use contact forces, geometric instability, pressure transitions, and cohesive forces228
(Table 2). For example, trap-jaw ants (Myrmicinae) remove a physical block to release their fast-229
rotating mandibles (79). Venus flytraps incorporate changes in turgor pressure that gradually alter230
the curvature of the leaves such that energy is suddenly released when the leaf geometry changes231
from convex to concave (80). Fern sporangia resist energy release with water pressure – sudden232
cavitation of the water triggers spore release (17). Similar in principle to the ferns, snapping shrimp233
use water cohesion to enable energy storage in the system until sufficient tension is generated and234
the cohesive forces are overcome (81). Ballistospores of the jelly fungus are launched at the instant235
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when two water surfaces coalesce and release surface tension energy. Grasshoppers use a lever arm236
system that generates a ‘positive feedback’ loop to trigger their jumps (82).237
While most of the biological literature on latches is focused on their presence or general238
mechanism, the relationship between the energy release rate of a spring and the properties of239
the latch has been demonstrated as central to kinematic control in some systems. For example,240
several kinds of insects – fleas, froghoppers, and leafhoppers – rely on a well-tuned relationship241
between the latch linkages and the spring to minimize jerk. In these systems the linkage increases242
mechanical advantage of the spring at approximately the same rate that the force in the spring243
decreases, resulting in an approximately constant acceleration (64, 83).244
Engineered systems also employ a wide variety of latches including disengagement of physical245
structures based on contact forces, geometric re-arrangements, and electromagnetic fields (Table 2).246
One of the oldest examples of a contact based force latch is a cam mechanism described in the 15th247
century by Leonardo da Vinci (84). This device uses intermittent contact to store potential energy in248
a slowly rising hammer, that generates a large impact when released. The common mousetrap is249
another example in which a contact latch (a latch formed by physical contact between two structures)250
releases the spring-loaded trap upon disengagement (85). The EPFL 7g robot is a modern design251
that utilizes the cam mechanism as a contact latch and releases the energy stored in torsional springs252
for efficiently jumping over large obstacles on rough terrains with small payloads (22). Inspired253
by jumping insects, the water strider jumping robot exploits a geometric latch and uses a torque254
reversal catapult (TRC) mechanism to take-off on both terrestrial and water surfaces (33). A Venus255
flytrap inspired system uses a different geometric latch that is based on snap-buckling instabilities256
in carbon fibre polymer composites that are actuated using shape memory alloys (SMA) (35). A257
chameleon tongue inspired system uses a coil gun (electromagnetic coils) to launch a permanent258
magnet connected to a elastomer to replicate projection, catching and retraction (86). In cases where259
engineered systems rely on chemical reactions to power their motions, an explicit latch may not be260
present (38, 87, 88).261
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Assessment and integration of power amplification mechanisms262
Power amplification emerges from the integration of motors, springs, and latches. In biological263
systems, power amplification is calculated as the power output of the system relative to the maximum264
power output of the underlying muscle or, in a more conservative approach for systems in which265
muscle power output has not yet been quantified, relative to the highest measured power output266
of any biological system. Therefore, maximizing power amplification is achieved by reducing the267
power output of the motor and shifting the power performance of the system to the spring’s dynamic268
properties. In addition, the latch and any additional linkages between the spring and the environment269
act to make this power delivery as effective as possible for a given task. The focal questions of270
this section are: What does the calculation of power amplification reveal about performance and271
tuning? Are there general principles of integrated tuning for power-amplified systems?272
In our final series of results from the mathematical model, we demonstrate how changing the273
spring, latch, and motor properties influence power amplification. In most regards, these findings274
echo and strengthen the findings of the earlier sections, but they specifically emphasize that to275
achieve the greatest power amplification, it is not just enough to enhance the properties of the spring276
and match them to the motor, but it is also critical to shift the motor’s properties away from maximal277
power output and instead toward maximal force output. The performance of the spring-driven278
system increases with motor force or motor range of motion, but does not depend on the maximum279
motor velocity. Therefore, increasing Fmax or d (even at the expense of vmax) would result in an280
increase in performance. However, if the other elements in the system (e.g., spring, latch) are fixed,281
increasing the motor force or motor range of motion does not necessarily lead to an increase in282
performance. The system needs to be fully integrated to confer the benefits of increasing the motor283
capabilities.284
We illustrate this point using our model by allowing the maximum force output of the motor to285
increase (Fig. 7). If the spring stiffness is tuned to its optimal value as a function of Fmax, then the286
maximum kinetic energy of a spring-driven projectile monotonically increases as a function of Fmax287
(Fig. 7a, solid curve), and power amplification intensifies (Fig. 7b, solid curve). On the other hand,288
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if the spring stiffness is fixed to the optimal stiffness for Fmax=20N, and, of equal importance, if289
the motor has no increased range-of-motion or the position of the latch is fixed, then increasing290
the maximum force capacity of the motor beyond 20N does not result in any additional kinetic291
energy delivered to the projectile (Fig. 7a, dashed curve), and power amplification is diminished292
(Fig. 7b, dashed red curve). In other words, although a motor with a larger force capacity has the293
potential capability to produce more energy, unless the spring can store that energy over the limited294
range-of-motion of the motor, the motor will not reach its maximum force capacity and the overall295
performance of the system will not improve. This coupling is important not only between the spring296
and motor, but between all elements of the system including the latch.297
Integration and evolution of existing power-amplified systems298
Biological power-amplified systems necessarily evolved together, yet engineering design often299
struggles to achieve similarly tuned integration. However, given that both biological and engineered300
systems operate under the same physical rules that we have modeled simply in this paper, the301
principles of integrating systems and synthetic design should ultimately emerge from these first-302
principles analyses.303
These challenges of integration can be addressed in terms of focused studies of the mechanics304
of particular species or synthetic systems and by analyzing the large dataset expressed by millions305
of years of evolutionary diversification. Analogous to the multitude of products that have emerged306
from the tinkering of engineers over the ages, evolutionary diversification has yielded a large307
dataset of mechanisms that work in a range of environmental conditions. Interdisciplinary teams of308
biologists, physicists, and engineers are now making use of these datasets to measure how biological309
systems have resolved inherent physical trade-offs across sizes and environments (89,90). Similarly,310
analyses of actuator, spring, and latch mechanisms in biological systems, both independently and as311
integrated units, have the potential to reveal how the trade-offs inherent to integration have been312
resolved.313
The most in-depth analyses of the evolutionary dynamics of integrated biomechanical com-314
ponents have been performed in the spring-driven, power-amplified system of mantis shrimp315
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(Stomatopoda). The motor, linkage system, spring, and tool (the actuated structure; in this case,316
a hammer or spear) of mantis shrimp have been analyzed as independent components and as a317
co-evolving mechanical system (91–95). Although latch evolution has yet to be considered, the318
spring and motor systems vary in concert across mantis shrimp. For example, when the extremely319
high acceleration hammering mantis shrimp evolved from the ancestral fish-spearing group, the320
muscles evolved force-modified architecture (up to 50 percent greater force generation at the cost of321
muscle contraction velocity when compared to spearers) and, with this shift in muscle force was an322
increase in spring work capacity (the springs of hammering shrimp perform greater work than the323
slower spearers).324
The mantis shrimp’s motor, spring, and tool evolved with varying degrees of integration (i.e.,325
correlation among parts). Tighter integration over evolutionary time among these components is326
correlated with greater kinematics and spring function, but yet also incurred slower evolution in327
terms of rate and total accumulation of change. Put simply, the most powerful mantis shrimp have328
more tightly integrated components, but at the cost of evolvability. This trade-off between integration329
and evolvability may also be relevant to engineering design, given that retaining flexibility of design330
for different goals may bear a cost in terms of integration and performance.331
Similar analyses could be performed on engineered systems to explore the history of power-332
amplified systems and also to adjust current designs for enhanced performance through better333
tuning. In the history of power-amplified systems, even the materials available for elastic energy334
storage shifted the performance and function of engineered systems: today’s slingshot was made335
possible due to the new incorporation and availability of rubber materials. The tuning of engineered336
jumpers has also been examined in some spring-driven systems, including a galago-inspired jumping337
robot (73). In this case, the effects of various configurations of motors, springs, and linkages were338
compared using a vertical jumping agility metric (a combination of jump height and frequency).339
The investigators analyzed the robot’s performance when the motor and spring were in series, which340
enabled rapid leg repositioning for multiple jumps. For these series-elastic configurations, a linkage341
was used to modulate the power delivery from the spring to the ground (similar to the function342
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of the latch in our parallel spring-motor model). Even though the spring was not included in the343
optimization ( (74, 96) are examples of spring optimization approaches), this study enabled the344
analysis of trade-offs between motor power density and linkage design for series elastic jumpers.345
Following from our analyses in the previous sections, an integrated design approach offers a346
generalized framework for achieving improved dynamics and scaling in engineered systems.347
Conclusions and next steps348
Power-amplified biological systems are of particular interest for cross-disciplinary research, because349
they achieve a trio of combined capabilities that exceed current engineering performance (Tables 1,2):350
(1) high accelerations that (2) can be continuously fueled through metabolic processes and (3) are351
used repeatedly with minimal performance degradation throughout the life of the organism. Even352
though engineers have struggled to design lightweight and long-running devices that can deliver353
high power output (Table 1), biological systems have been performing such feats for millions354
of years and using these systems for a myriad of functions including jumping, dispersal, impact355
fracture, and needle puncture (Table 1). Still, biological power-amplified systems are fundamentally356
limited in terms of size - they are universally small (Fig. 8; Tables 1,2) - while engineered systems357
far exceed the spatial scale depicted in Fig. 8.358
Although we focused on a binary comparison in this paper - motor-driven v. spring-driven -359
many biological systems fall somewhere in the middle of this range. Elastic mechanisms in biology360
are used for a range of functions, including power attenuation, efficiency, and power amplification361
(6–11). Systems using motor-spring configurations to keep as much energy within the system (i.e.,362
efficiency) are most often found in locomotor or running mechanisms (e.g., kangaroo hopping,363
human running). In contrast, the function of exclusively spring-driven systems, such as archery or364
mantis shrimp, is to direct as much energy in as short a time as possible into a target or structure, for365
puncture, fracture, jumping, or other high power tasks. As the relative contributions and trade-offs366
of the motor, spring, and latch are more fully explored and understood, scientists and engineers367
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will be able to resolve size-scaling constraints and explain how different combinations of these368
components can yield distinct functional uses.369
This study demonstrates the rich potential for understanding, analyzing, and designing effective,370
integrated dynamics of power-amplified systems. We showed how the individual components of371
power-amplified systems and their interactions are essential to dynamic outputs and offer a greater372
potential for kinematic performance than has been previously recognized (although see (12)). Study373
of power-amplified systems provides a significant opportunity to establish fundamental principles of374
actuators, materials, and latches in their own right and in the context of their dynamic interactions.375
Researchers across the fields of mathematics, engineering, and biology are well-poised to resolve376
these new and classic challenges through advances in high speed imaging, materials testing and377
synthesis, integrated engineering design systems, and new biological discoveries.378
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Movement System Char.
Length
(m)
Mass (kg) Duration
(s)
Distance
(m)
Max.
speed
(m s−1)
Accel.
(m s−2)
Ref.
Biological Systems
Nematocyst discharge Hydra 1.0×10−5 1.0×10−12 1.0×10−6 1.3×10−5 3.7×101 5.3×107 (97)
Ballistospore ejection Fungi 1.0×10−5 3.7×10−13* 1.0×10−5 4.0×10−4* 1.6 1.2×105 (13)
Pollen ejection Bunchberry dogwood 1.0×10−3 - 3.0×10−4 - 3.6 2.4×104 (98)
Mandible strike Trap-jaw ant 1.2×10−3 7.0×10−8 1.3×10−4 - 6.7×101 1.6×106 (99)
Jump Plant louse 1.9×10−3 1.0×10−3 4.0×10−4 - 2.5 6.3×103 (100)
Suction trap Aquatic bladderworts 2.0×10−3 - 1.0×10−3 - 1.5** 6.0×103** (18)
Jump Froghopper 6.1×10−3 1.2×10−2 8.8×10−4 6.0×10−2 4.7 5.4×103 (101)
Snap buckling Venus flytrap 1.0×10−2 - 1.0×10−1 - 1.0×10−2 1.0×10−1* (20)
Appendage strike Mantis shrimp 1.0×10−2 - 2.7×10−3 - 2.3×101 1.0×105 (102)
Jump Frog 4.5×10−2 8.8×10−3 8.1×10−2 2.2 4.5 1.4×102 (103)
Tongue projection Chameleon 4.7×10−2 - 2.3×10−2 1.2×10−1 5.3 2.6×103 (104)
Jump Locust 5.0×10−2 1.7×10−3 3.0×10−2 3.0×10−2 3.2 1.8×102 (105)
Escape maneuver Northern pike 3.8×10−1 4.5 8.5×10−2 1.9×10−1 4.7 1.6×102 (106)
Engineered Systems
Jump Micro elastomer jumper 4.0×10−3 8.0×10−6 6.0×10−1 3.2×10−1 3.0 6.0×102 (107)
Jump Energetic silicon jumper 7.0×10−3 3.1×10−4 7.0×10−1 8.0×10−1 1.3 2.6×102 (38)
Jump Water strider inspired robot 2.0×10−2 6.8×10−5 2.5×10−2 1.4×10−1 1.6 1.4×102 (33)
Projection Chameleon tongue inspired sys. 2.0×10−2 - 1.0×10−1 1.6×10−1 5.4 9.2×102 (86)
Jump Flea inspired robot 3.0×10−2 2.3×10−3 5.0×10−1 1.2 7.0 - (108)
Jump EPFL 7g robot 5.0×10−2 7.0×10−3 1.0 1.4 5.9 4.0×102 (22)
Jump Steerable MSU jumper 6.5×10−2 2.0×10−2 - 5.5×10−1 3.3 - (109)
Jump Soft combustion robot 3.0×10−1 9.7×10−1 1.1 7.6×10−1 - - (87)
Jump Locust inspired robot 1.4×10−1 2.3×10−2 2.0×10−2 3.4 9.0 - (32)
Catch Flytrap inspired robot 1.5×10−1 6.0×10−2 4.0×10−1 - 1.8 - (35)
Jump JPL hopper (2nd gen.) 1.5×10−1 1.3 3.0×101 9.0×10−1 - - (28)
Jump Galago inspired “Salto” robot 1.5×10−1 1.0×10−1 8.0×10−1 1.0 1.8 - (73)
Jump Sandia Mars hopper 2.0×10−1 5.0×10−1 5.0 1.0 - - (88, 110)
Strike, catch High-speed multifingered hand 3.0×10−1 8.0×10−1 3.2 - 4.5 - (31)
Jump Sand flea inspired robot 4.5×10−1 5.0 - 8.0 - - (40)
Jump Bipedal jumper “Mowgli” 9.0×10−1 3.0 2.0×10−1 5.0×10−1 - - (39)
Table 1: Biological systems exhibit a diversity of fast movements including jumps, projections,
strikes and ejections at very small size scales, whereas the fast engineered locomotor systems
are larger in size than biological systems and have been primarily designed for jumping
movements. The scaling and kinematics of a representative sample (not an exhaustive list) of fast
biological and engineered movements are arranged by characteristic length scale. Characteristic
length represents the size of the powered mass which can be the whole system (e.g. the body
of jumping insects) or a part of it (e.g. the mandibles of trap-jaw ants, the stinging needle of
nematocysts). In engineered systems, duration represents the total duration of motion, whereas in
biological systems, duration is calculated only during acceleration. Biological movements operate
in air (frog, grasshopper, Venus flytrap, trap-jaw ant, fungi, chameleon) or in aqueous environments
(mantis shrimp, hydra, bladderworts, northern pike). However, all of the engineered systems listed
here were designed for operation in air; note that the water strider robot jumps at the air-water
interface. *estimated values from kinematic data reported, and **velocity and acceleration of fluid
displaced by bladderwort trap.
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Movement System Work input Energy storage Latch Repeat. Ref.
Biological Systems
Appendage strike Mantis shrimp Muscle contraction Exoskeleton Contact R-i (102, 111)
Claw closure Snapping shrimp Muscle contraction Exoskeleton Fluidic (cohesion) R-i (81, 112)
Jump Frog Muscle contraction Plantaris tendon Geometric R-i (113, 114)
Jump Grasshoppers, locusts Muscle contraction Resilin and chitin Geometric R-i (62, 63)
Leaf closure Venus flytrap Turgor pressure Cell wall Geometric (instability) R-i (20)
Mandible closure Trap-jaw ant Muscle contraction Exoskeleton Contact R-i (79, 115)
Nematocyst discharge Hydra Osmotic gradient Cell wall Cohesion NR (97)
Spore ejection Basidiomycota Fungi Water condensation Surface tension Fluidic (coalescence) NR (13, 14)
Spore ejection Fern sporangium Dehydration Annulus wall Fluidic (pressure) NR (17)
Stalk contraction Vorticella Ionic gradient Spasmoneme protein Unkown R-i (116)
Tongue projection Chameleon Muscle contraction Collagen sheaths Contact R-i (117, 118)
Water suction Bladderworts Osmotic gradient Trap wall Geometric (instability) R-i (18)
Engineered Systems
Catch Flytrap inspired robot SMA contraction Bistable composite Geometric (instability) R-i (35)
Jump Micro elastomer jumper Mechanical force Elastomer Contact R-e (107)
Jump EPFL 7g robot DC motor Torsional spring Contact R-i (22)
Jump Steerable MSU jumper DC motor Torsional spring Geometric R-i (109)
Jump JPL hopper (2nd gen.) DC motor Linear spring Contact R-i (28)
Jump Locust inspired robot DC motor Torsional spring Contact R-i (32)
Jump Galago inspired “Salto” robot DC motor Torsional spring - R-i (73)
Jump Water strider inspired robot SMA contraction SMA sheet, cantilever Geometric (TRC) R-e (33)
Jump Flea inspired robot SMA contraction SMA coil Geometric (TRC) R-e (108)
Jump Energetic silicon jumper Chemical reaction Nanoporous silicon - NR (38)
Jump Soft combustion robot Chemical reaction Combustion energy - R-e (87)
Jump Sandia Mars hopper Chemical reaction Combustion chamber - R-i (88, 110)
Jump Bipedal jumper “Mowgli” Pneumatic actuator - - R-i (39)
Projection Chameleon tongue inspired sys. Coilgun Capacitor Electromagnetic R-i (86)
Strike Mousetrap Mechanical force Torsional spring Contact R-e (85)
Strike, catch High-speed multifingered hand DC motor - - R-i (31)
Table 2: Biological and engineered systems exhibit diversity in the mechanisms of work input,
elastic energy storage, latch mechanisms, and repeatability. A repeatable system (R) can be
used many times in contrast to a single-shot system (NR). The latch mechanisms are broadly
categorized as: contact (resulting from physical contact between two structures), fluidic (mediated
by microscopic and macroscopic fluid properties), geometric (dependent on changes in forces,
moment arms and elastic instabilities due to geometrical configurations), and electromagnetic
(arising from the interaction of electrically-charged particles). A final distinction among these
systems is whether the system can repeat the motion without external manipulations (R-i) or
whether they require external manipulation to prepare the system to fire again (R-e). Any repeatable
biological system must be able to internally reset the system. However, many engineered systems
still require an external device (or person) to reconfigure the system to the correct condition to fire
again. Legends: SMA: shape memory alloy; DC: direct current, TRC: torque reversal catapult.
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Figure 1: Grounded in a linear force-velocity trade-off that operates in the same range of
force and velocity as a biological motor, we mathematically modeled the factors influencing
the power output of a projectile driven by either a motor or a spring (see Supplementary
Materials for an analysis which includes dimensionless variables; see Glossary for variable
definitions). (a) This linear force-velocity trade-off approximates the output of a biological system
and exhibits a maximum force (Fmax) of 20 N and a maximum velocity (vmax) of 5 m/s. (b) Using the
force-velocity relationship in (a), the motor (red) directly launched a projectile (purple) with velocity,
v, equal to motor velocity (vmot). At the instant that the projectile leaves the motor, the projectile’s
velocity was defined as its take-off velocity (vto). The duration from initiation (t=0) of projectile
movement to its launch was defined as launch duration (∆tto). The projectile’s displacement, x,
was defined such that x(t=0)≡0. (c) We used the same motor to load a spring (blue) that solely
launched the projectile at the velocity of the spring (v = vsp). We incorporated a latch (green)
moving at velocity (vL) to control the timing and release of elastic potential energy.
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Figure 2: Across a range of projectile sizes, a substantial transition occurs in projectile launch
dynamics when motor-driven and spring-driven mechanisms are compared. Using the motor-
driven and spring-driven models pictured in Fig. 1, we simulated the launch of projectiles of varying
mass, m (0.1-100 g), and calculated four parameters relevant to the kinematics of projectile launch-
ing: take-off velocity(vto), take-off duration (∆tto), maximal power output (Pmax) and maximum
kinetic energy (KEmax). Key transitions emerged in these parameters across the modeled size
range of projectiles. At larger sizes, the motor-driven system performed moderately better than
the spring-driven system. At smaller sizes, the spring-driven projectiles experienced substantial
enhancements in kinetic energy, maximal power, and take-off velocity compared to motor-driven
projectiles.
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Figure 3: The capacity for combined launching force and projectile velocity is greater in
spring-driven than motor-driven systems, given similarly-sized projectiles. The color contours
indicate the net force of the motor or spring on the projectile and the black lines depict three
examples of different projectile masses with their trajectories through x-v space (phase space).
Take-off occurs when the projectiles reach the maximum displacement of the motor or spring at
x=d=5mm (vertical white line). (a) Motor-driven projectiles, regardless of size, are constrained to
take-off velocities below 5 m/s (see motor force-velocity constraints in Fig. 3). (b) Spring-driven
projectiles, by contrast, encompass a roughly a 6-fold greater range of launch velocities than motor-
driven projectiles, especially for small projectiles. The spring’s force and velocity delivery was
determined by a linear, Hookean relationship, but with the inertia of the spring included. Therefore,
instead of vertical lines in phase space, which would represent a Hookean spring, the lines are
curved to reflect the inertial effects of the spring’s mass on its force-velocity behavior. The star
symbol indicates that optimal spring stiffness was used in the simulation (see Fig. 4) and that the
projectile was released using a latch with 0.2 mm radius of curvature (R) and removal velocity (vL)
of 5 m/s (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Variation in spring properties substantially influences the force-velocity profile of
projectile launching. (a) By varying spring modulus and cross-sectional area, we simulated a
distribution of the maximum kinetic energy of the projectile (KEmax). We applied the same motor
and latch behavior as in previous simulations, varied the Young’s modulus (E) and cross-sectional
area (A) of the spring, while keeping spring length (L) and density (ρ) constant. Spring stiffness
was calculated as k = EAL . Spring cross-sectional area is a proxy for geometric stiffness and spring
modulus serves as a proxy for material stiffness. Each symbol on the KEmax heat map corresponds
to the projectile simulations in (b), (c), and Fig. 3. (b) A more compliant spring, ◯, yielded lower
force, but similar projectile velocity when compared to (c) projectiles launched by a stiffer spring,
□. The optimal spring stiffness for achieving maximal projectile velocity is depicted in Fig. 3, ☆.
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Figure 5: The incorporation of a latch in spring-driven systems determines the timing, mag-
nitude and rate of energy release. (a) As the spring is loaded, potential energy (PE, dotted line)
in the spring increases. The latch holds the loaded spring in place. Once the latch starts to release,
PE decreases and kinetic energy (KE, solid line) increases until take-off when the projectile is
completely free of the latch. (b) Projectile KE is strongly affected by the shape of the latches and
their rate of removal. Three simulations applied different values for the latch corner radius (R) and
latch removal velocity (vL). Blue line, star: R=0.2 mm, vL=5m/s. Red line, diamond: R=1mm,
vL=0.5m/s. Green line, triangle: R=2mm, vL=0.25m/s.
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Figure 6: Latch geometry and latch removal kinematics influence projectile kinetic energy
and the force-velocity profile of spring-driven launches. (a) The maximum kinetic energy of
the projectile (KEmax) decreases as the latch’s radius of curvature (R, see Fig. 6) is increased (star,
R= 0.2mm; diamond, R= 1mm; triangle, R= 2mm) and latch removal speed (vL) is decreased
(increased inverse latch removal speed, 1/vL). The star symbol refers to the simulation depicted in
Fig. 3b to which both optimal latch and spring dynamics were applied. (b) This simulation applied
the 1 mm radius of curvature latch at 0.5 m/s latch removal speed (diamond, Fig. 6) to a projectile
launched with an ideal spring (Fig. 4). In this case, the force on the projectile was preserved and
launch velocity remained high for small projectiles. (c) By contrast, the incorporation of a large
radius of curvature (2 mm) and slower removal velocity (0.25 m/s) caused a substantial reduction in
force development during launching which primarily affected the kinematics of smaller projectiles.
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Figure 7: The benefits conferred by the presence of springs and latches and by the strategic
tuning of their properties to the underlying motor’s capabilities can be expressed in terms of
power amplification and kinetic energy. (a) The dependence of the maximum kinetic energy of a
projectile on the motor force capacity is determined by whether the spring stiffness is optimized as a
function of motor force (green line) or is fixed (orange line). This simulation was applied to a m=1g
projectile. We simulated a motor with expanded force capacity compared to previous simulations
(Fig. 1a), while keeping the motor range-of-motion fixed. Spring properties were optimized using
the process illustrated in Fig. 4a. (b) Power amplification, PA (the ratio of maximum power delivered
to the projectile from the spring-driven or motor-driven system), was strongly influenced by both the
tuning of spring properties to motor properties as well as the projectile mass - particularly at smaller
sizes. We simulated power amplification using earlier spring configurations (Fig. 7a) and again
increased the force capacity of the motor. Tuning spring properties to motor force capacity enhanced
power amplification beyond what could be achieved with a fixed spring stiffness, exemplifying the
need to integrate and tune the motor, spring and projectile load when attempting to maximize the
projectile kinematics.
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Glossary539
A Cross-sectional area of the spring material. 24540
d Motor range-of-motion. 7, 13, 23541
E Young’s modulus of spring material. 24542
F(x,v) Force-displacement-velocity relationship: the net force acting on the projectile as a function543
of its displacement and velocity. 7, 11544
Fmax Maximum motor force. 7, 13, 14, 21545
k Hookean spring constant. Defined by the length, cross-sectional area, and Young’s modulus of546
the spring as k = EAL . 7, 24547
kopt Optimum Hookean spring constant: defined by the motor properties as kopt = Fmax/d. 7, 8548
KE kinetic energy. 25549
KEmax Maximum kinetic energy reached by the projectile: defined by the projectile mass and550
take-off velocity as KEmax = 12mv
2
to. 22, 24, 26551
L Equilibrium length of the spring. 24552
m Projectile mass. 4, 5, 22553
36
ms Mass of the spring: defined by the density, length, and cross-sectional area of the spring material554
as ms = ρLA. 7555
Pmax Maximum power delivered to the projectile during its acceleration. 22556
PA Power amplification: defined as the ratio of the maximum power output of the spring-driven to557
the maximum power output of the motor-driven system driving a given projectile. 27558
PE potential energy. 25559
R Radius of curvature of the latch edge. 23, 25, 26560
ρ Density of spring material. 24561
SMA shape memory alloy. 6, 9, 10562
∆tto Projectile take-off duration: elapsed time from the start of motion until the moment the force563
acting on the projectile falls to zero. 21, 22564
v Projectile velocity. 21, 23565
vL Velocity at which the latch is removed from blocking the projectile. 21, 23, 25, 26566
vmax Maximum motor velocity. 5, 13, 21567
vmot Motor velocity. 21568
vsp Velocity of spring during projectile launch. 21569
vto Projectile take-off velocity. 5, 21, 22570
x Projectile displacement. 21, 23571
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